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ABSTRACT: Single energy electric vehicle was set as the study object. Feedback current range was determined by
analyzing electric vehicle regenerative braking principle. The mathematical models of battery maximum charging
current was established based on hybrid pulse power characterization method. Considering the reasonable
distribution of regenerative braking and hydraulic braking, with the braking current as the control object,
electric-hydraulic regenerative braking strategy based on variable current feedback was proposed, and simulation of
the control model was carried out. The result show that this regenerative braking strategy improves the recovery
efficiency of braking energy under the premise of ensuring battery charging safety.
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INTRODUCTION
With the improving of electric vehicle performance, it is important problem to enhance energy utilization efficiency
and prolong continued driving mileage. The regenerative braking as key technology to prompt electric vehicle
development with more attention [1,2]. Studies have shown that the electric vehicle in the city with frequent start
stop, which regenerative braking supplement energy to power battery , increase mileage of more than 10%-20%.
Electric vehicle with motor braking and hydraulic braking formed electro-hydraulic compound regenerative braking
system. Compared with the traditional braking system, electro-hydraulic compound braking system recovers more
energy under the precondition of vehicle braking performance. In order to maximize the regenerative braking energy,
some scholars put forward the maximum feedback power braking, the maximum feedback efficiency braking,
constant torque braking and constant charging current braking [3,4]. Above control methods are not considered the
battery charging current limit. Literature [5] proposed constant current regenerative braking control strategy based
on complex power, improved energy recovery efficiency by using the super capacitor with charging and discharging
high current. For the single energy source electric vehicle, regenerative braking energy can only be back to the
battery, the feedback electric energy was restricted by temperature, battery state of charge, the charging curve and
other factors. Therefore, this paper proposed electro-hydraulic compound regenerative braking strategy based on
variable current feedback for single energy source electric vehicle, take braking current as control object, maximized
the feedback braking energy under ensuring safety of battery charging considering the battery charging current
limiting.
ELECTRIC VEHICLE REGENERATIVE BRAKING PRINCIPLE
The electric vehicle regenerative braking system is composed of permanent magnet brushless DC motor, DC/DC
converter, lithium-ion battery and controller etc. The basic working principle is saving magnetic energy in the
armature and electric vehicle kinetic energy to battery through self induced electromotive force of motor armature
and anti-electromotive force [6]. Because the opposite direction of braking current and electro motion current,
obtained the electromagnetic braking torque to implement regenerative braking. In process of regenerative braking,
motor braking running current waveform as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Motor braking running current waveform.
The feedback current to charge the battery during nT  t  nt  T , convert electric vehicle kinetic energy into
magnetic energy stored in the armature inductance during nt  T  t  ( n  1)T . Because of the very high
frequency of PWM, armature current pulse can as increase or decrease linearly in PWM complete work period,
that Rid is replaced RI d . The broken line was used instead of solid line in figure 1.
According to the rising values were equal to falling values when armature current pulse in steady state.
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as duty ratio, U b as battery terminal voltage, E as motor back EMF, R as armature circuit

So, average charging current of back to battery group

Ib   I d  

Ub  E
R

(2)

The equation (2) shows that the battery charging current related with duty ratio under constant battery terminal
voltage, armature resistance and motor back EMF. As a front-wheel drive EV, take the battery terminal
voltage U b  60V , armature resistance R  0.02 , corresponding to different motor speed, take motor back
electro motive force E=20V, E=30V and E=45Vrespectively, analyzed the armature current, charging current and
duty ratio trends as shown in Figure 2 and figure 3.

Figure 2. Armature current curves.
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Figure 3. Charging current curves.
The armature current increased linearly with decrease of duty ratio, the charging current and the duty ratio with
parabolic relationship, the maximum value in the middle of a duty cycle as shows in Figure 2 and figure 3.
It will produce large charging current exceed the battery maximum charging current when the motor speed is
relatively low during regenerative braking, which current will cause damage to the battery. However, if the battery
charging current limit is too low, it will reduce the feedback energy, can not give full play to the role of regenerative
braking system. Considering the battery safety, the maximum charging current of battery was not greater than its
limit. However, the maximum charging current of battery was affected by the state of charge, temperature, charging
time and other factors.
Characteristics Analysis of Battery Variable Current Feedback
Battery acceptable charging current with charging time is exponential decline, the ideal charging process is that the
charging current always close to acceptable charging current value. Battery variable charging current establish based
on the constant current charging and pulse charging, which instead of constant charging current period to limiting
voltage variable current intermittent charging period. Using the maximum acceptable charging current each charging
stage, obtained most of the amount of charge.
Battery charging capacity was related to resistance, which is a dynamic value. Battery resistance reflected battery
basic character and capacity, different with changing battery temperature, state of charge (SOC) and current value.
At present, a lot of battery resistance test method, the hybrid pulse power characteristic test method HPPC can test
battery charge discharge resistance, which is simple and quick [7]. According to measured and computed charging
resistance Rchg , if battery upper and lower working voltage as u min  u (t )  u max , calculated maximum allowable
battery charging current for

I bchg
max 

umax  OCV ( z (t ))
Rchg

(3)

In the equation, the batteries open circuit voltage under present state of charge as OCV ( z (t )) .In electric vehicles
practical application, the battery power capacity is more direct indicator. The battery group 2s charging power
capability corresponds to vehicle emergency braking energy feedback; about 10s charging power capacity
corresponds to vehicle sliding braking energy feedback; 20s charging power capacity corresponds to the vehicle
downhill braking energy feedback [8]. In order to ensure vehicle safety, the emergency brake adopts hydraulic
braking mode usually. Therefore, 10s and 20s charge and discharge pulse were used to analyze battery resistance.
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Choose a company designed lithium-ion battery to adjust battery SOC with 10% SOC as an interval point under 0℃,
25 ℃ and 45 ℃ temperature environment respectively. Made HPPC pulse charge and discharge experiment and
recorded the battery terminal voltage variation at each point, and calculated battery charging resistance. According
to equation (5) can have different temperature and battery maximum charging current curve as shown in figure 4
under different charge and discharge pulse.

Figure 4. Battery maximum charging current curve under different conditions.
The battery maximum charging current related with charging time length under same temperature and SOC
conditions as show in figure 4, the current limit greater with the charging time shorter. In addition, the battery
accepted current decreases with SOC value increased, because the battery polarization badly at higher SOC value,
reducing the current capacity. It is prohibited to charge the battery when the SOC value is greater than 0.9. At the
same time, the battery charging current variation with temperature is obvious, the higher temperature and charging
current bigger. Due to the high charging current will bring larger thermal effect, which disadvantage to normal
battery work. Therefore, it should avoid using regenerative braking when temperature higher than the 55℃.
Through the above analysis, battery maximum charge current

I bchg
max

was influenced with battery SOC,

temperature T and charging time t, etc. But these factors are not independent and mutually coupled together, it is
difficult to obtain exact current information through theoretical analysis. This information can gain by curve fitting
method based on experimental data. According to the testing data analysis, construct battery maximum charge
chg

current model I b max  f ( SOC , T , t ) , the battery maximum charge current was cured fitting as shown in (4)
using polynomial curve fitting equation.
6
5
I bchg
max  2.333  10  70.049SOC  3.414T  3.5  10 t  0.862SOCT 

0.379 SOCt  0.075Tt  49.624 SOC 2  0.001T 2 1.167 10 4t 2

(4)

For validated model validity, choose SOC as 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, temperature as10℃、20℃ and40℃，charging
time as 5S, 10s and 20s under different loads, compared polynomial calculation value with experimental data
respectively, the maximum deviation was 0.86A, all variance to 0.071, polynomial accord with the measured results.
Electro-Hydraulic Regenerative Braking Control Strategies
Electric vehicle regenerative braking control strategy is based on the vehicle speed, brake pedal and battery status
parameters, taking into account the motor maximum braking power and recharging battery capacity, to achieve the
rational allocation of regenerative braking and hydraulic braking. Regenerative braking was used in the electric
vehicle, in order to meet the braking efficiency and safety, and maximize the recovery of braking energy.
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The Maximum Braking Force Distribution Strategy
The resistance in electric vehicle braking process included the rolling resistance F f , air resistance Fw , slope
resistance Fi , regenerative braking resistance Fe and hydraulic braking resistance Fm . The kinetic equation on the
vehicle longitudinal direction

m

dv
 ( F f  Fw  Fi  Fe  Fm )
dt

(5)

Thus, get the regenerative braking force

0  Fe 

K g Kt I d
Rw

  m

dv
 ( F f  Fw  Fi )
dt

(6)

In the equation, the ratio of motor to drive wheel as K g , motor torque coefficient as K t , driving wheel radius as Rw ,
vehicle quality as m , vehicle rotary quality conversion coefficient as m , relative speed of the vehicle and air
as v .

The drive wheel energy can be recovered when electric vehicle braking. Therefore, for the maximum recovery of
braking energy, need to allocate as much as possible braking force to the driving wheel. In order to ensure the
stability of the vehicle braking and front and rear wheel braking force distribution must meet certain requirements.
Therefore, the maximum braking force distribution is as much as possible to use regenerative braking under premise
of vehicle braking safety [9]. For front wheel drive electric vehicle, used braking force distribution control line as
shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. Front and rear wheel braking force control line.
The OABCD thick line is front and rear wheel braking force distribution control limit line on figure 5. The front
wheel provides all of the braking force (OA) when braking strength is small. The front and rear wheels together to
provide braking force (AB and BC) when braking intensity is large. Where the AB line is tangent to the curve M
curve, BC line parallel f line and braking force as the f line 90%; when the brake strength greater than C point,
braking force distribution according to CD line until f line and I curve intersection.
Regenerative Braking Control Based on Variable Current Feedback
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It is a more practical regenerative braking control strategy based on the current feedback. This control strategy made
battery charging current as the controlled object in the process of automobile braking, control system keep the
maximum battery charging current, taking into account the energy recovery and protection system.
For battery charging under regenerative braking process, by equation (1) analysis, must control the duty ratio to
meet 0    E / U b . By equation (2) can obtain



E  E 2  4U b I b R
2U b

(7)

According to equation (7) corresponding to the charging current, there were two duty ratio to meet the requirement
which can be seen from figure 3. For improving feedback efficiency, obviously  should be closer to the value
of E / U b . Thus, the motor armature current was computed

Id 

 E  E 2  4U b I b R
2R

(8)

In order to prevent the armature current is too large, equation (8) determined current must be less than the maximum
value of the armature current I d max , which can get

Ib  

I d max E  RI d2max
Ub

(9)

In addition, in order to protect the battery, battery charging current can not greater than the its limit maximum
chg

charging current I b max , but must be less than the maximum battery charge current determined by the motor.
Therefore, the battery charging current must be satisfied

I b  min( I bchg
max ,

I
E  RI d2max
E2
,  d max
)
4U b R
Ub

(10)

The most motor armature current I d max affected by the regenerative braking force, must meet

I d max  min(

E Fe Rw
,
)
2R K g Kt

(11)

The braking force distribution control line according to figure 5, cooperate to motor brake and hydraulic brake, used
front wheel brake under front wheels unlocked and meet the requirements of braking efficiency, and as far as
possible to use motor braking force. Used the hydraulic brake to be adding, when motor regenerative braking force
dissatisfy with braking requirement.
Regenerative Braking Control logic
The electro-hydraulic composite regenerative control strategy based on variable current feedback divided control
system into two layers upper motor brake control and lower mechanical brake control. Motor brake control was
realized armature current and dynamic tracking acceptable charging current, and translated the motor braking force
requirements into mechanical brake control. In the process of regenerative braking, with the decrease of the vehicle
speed, the current setting value of the feedback current is reduced, and the battery charging current is used as a
variable to adjust the size of the regenerative braking system. Through determined charging current in real time, to
achieve the unification adjustment of upper motor braking and the lower mechanical brake, both to avoid the battery
overcharge and realize the braking stability, regenerative braking layered coordinated control logic as shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Regenerative brake control logic based on variable current feedback.
Motor brake control and mechanical brake control has the same control variables as braking force, motor braking
control is realized by controlling the feedback current. In the motor braking and mechanical braking coordinated
control, to coordinate control target of the regenerative braking force based on dynamic tracking and real-time
adjustment feedback current. The control system used motor braking preferentially under meet the braking safety
and battery charging reliability, the insufficient part was provided by the mechanical brake, so as to realize the
maximization of energy feedback.
The electric vehicle regenerative braking system with motor braking and hydraulic braking, the braking stability will
change. From the braking stability analysis, rear wheel drive with poor stability and not conducive to braking energy
recovery; front wheel drive has good braking stability and high ground adhesion utilization rate [10,11].
Simulation and Analysis of Electric Vehicles Regenerative Braking
In order to verify energy recovery effect of regenerative braking control strategy based on variable current feedback,
selected a single energy source electric vehicle as an example with front motor drive and hydraulic brake system, the
vehicle quality 1200kg, driving wheel radius of 0.28m and rotating mass conversion factor of 1.04. The permanent
magnet brushless DC motor rated power 6kw, armature resistance 0.02 , motor torque coefficient of 0.32; battery
group consisted of 90 knots 20Ah lithium-ion battery mix composed.
Electric vehicle initial speed 40km/h on simulation with mild braking, battery group voltage 58V and temperature
25 ℃ , by equation (11) to determine the maximum armature current I d max  291.94 A . Considered the maximum
battery theory charge current, according to equation (4) and (10) to compute battery initial maximum charge current
is 80A. The motor back EMF decreased with lower speed in regenerative braking process, caused armature current
continues to rise. When the armature current rises to dissatisfy equation (11), can not charge accordance with the
current maximum charge, at this time, reduce the maximum charge current setting value, to continue reclaim energy
as shown in figure 7. When the motor speed is reduced to 500r/min, the motor back EMF is very small. It is difficult
to charge battery, the regenerative braking failure, used hydraulic brake.
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Figure 7. Regenerative braking current with the speed change.
It can be seen from figure 7 that variable current feedback maximum charging current under premise of ensuring the
battery charging safety. But with lower speed, armature current continues to rise, must limit the maximum value of
the armature current. The armature current was affected by the maximum braking force, armature current curves of
different braking intensity as shown in figure 8. The armature current maximum value were 291.94A, 549.38A,
559.89A and 559.89A when brake strength as 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. The maximum value of the armature current no
longer increases when braking intensity reaches a certain value. Because regenerative braking force increasing with
braking intensity increasing when braking intensity little, the armature current was increased, but the armature
current can not exceed the maximum allowable current of armature. The maximum braking force of regenerative
braking was determined by armature current maximum value, remaining power will continue to be added by the
hydraulic brake with the braking intensity increased.
The charging current change cure under the different braking intensity as show in figure 9, the maximum charging
current increasing with braking intensity increasing, the charging current reached the peak value 140A when braking
intensity reached 0.3. In addition, the charging current can reach 20A using constant charging current braking mode.

Figure 8. Armature current curves under different braking intensity.
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Figure 9. Charging current curves under different braking intensity.
Selected braking intensity were 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4, contrasted variable current feedback and constant current
charging braking results, evaluated actual energy recovery effectiveness of different control strategies, as shown in
table 1.
Table 1. Energy recovery under different control strategies.
Braking intensity

Recovery energy [KJ]
Constant current charging

Variable current charging

Advance range

0.1

11.6

29.84

157.24%

0.2

6.58

20.74

215.19%

0.3

4.38

14.84

238.81%

0.4

3.28

11.11

238.72%

It can be seen from table that more energy recovery small braking intensity, because used regenerative braking
under light braking strength mainly, and the braking time longer with decrease braking intensity to feedback more
energy. In addition, variable current feedback had a significant improvement in energy recovery compared to
constant current charging control strategy. Used variable current feedback regenerative braking control under
electric vehicle braking process, not only ensure battery reliable charging, but also recycle as much as possible
regenerative braking energy.
CONCLUSIONS
For the electric vehicle of single power source, regenerative braking energy feedback to the battery only. In order to
avoid feedback current large damage to the battery, the charging current must be limited. In this paper, established
the maximum battery charging current mathematical model used hybrid pulse resistance testing method, based on
analyzing electric vehicle regenerative braking principle. Proposed electro-hydraulic regenerative braking strategy
based on variable current feedback take battery charging current as the controlled object, to maximum braking
energy recovery under premise of charging battery safety. The simulation results show that the charging current
does not exceed battery allowable value under variable current feedback control strategy, which could recovery
more braking energy compared to constant current charging control strategy.
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